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Common Room Motion Activated Lights
We learnt to 
work as a 
cohesive 
team. 

Working day 
in and day 
out brought 
us together.



There was lots of troubleshooting 
involved. 

’Moody’ components and a picky 
programming language led to us 
working long and late. 

Testing, re-soldering, re-designing was 
all quite the norm.



The Final Product What’s inside

This project is intended to be a prototype. It is 
meant to reduce energy consumption by operating 
the lights in common rooms by detecting motion. 
Hence, the lights aren’t left on throughout the night.

We didn’t know much about coding or circuits or 
laser cutting and the task was quite daunting at first 
but we learnt through doing and we developed new 
skills.

Saigopal got well versed in laser-cutting while 
Zhanat and Nachiketa learnt how to code arduinos, 
solder, assemble & design circuits and effectively 
test these circuits.

We made plans and worked together in a team 
which effectively made our project successful in the 
end. Despite facing dire situations when absolutely 
nothing was working right, we pushed through with 
perseverance and got the job done.

In the end, we believe we were successful 
with our prototype. We ironed out major 
issues and produced a clear, working, 
physical expression of the devices we plan 
to build for our campus. 



Image     
Processing



Waiting for 
matlab...



Coding in a 
new 
language …..



….. is like 
trying to 
read this!



And you 
finally get 
results.



When you 
are 
debugging 
and…….



…..Omri says:
You have 
three hours 
to finish the 
code



Not only you 
have to take 
care of 
software, but 
also 
hardware...



And you 
make your 
own cables 
when you 
don’t have 
any.



The worst 
thing is that  
you make 
everything 
work and 
someone 
else dabs….



Building the Drone



The 

L
A
M
P 



The idea was to make a lamp that could be charged by 
the usb solar charger…

Firstly we needed to design it…..
Then  we made the body of the lamp out of wood..
And the circuit that works with the solar charger..
Finally we put it all together and got….





Hey you’re a 
bright swan, 
Lamp!

I’m a bright swan!
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The
Development  Of 

The Bluetooth Car 

2017



Plan A:Gyrosphere

Too C
omplex

...



Plan B: Self-balancing robot

Not e
nough Tim

e..
..



A hundred 
ideas later...





Plan ….. : Bluetooth Controlled Car



Plan C: The Bluetooth Car 
…With some quick 
coding…

…some Epic 
laser cutting …

…And a swag 
paint job …



…YOU GET…



https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B1Yq_47xsZ2sTlUtTWh0WUROZE0/preview


Laser Cutting Projects: Ingenuity + Guidance from Mentors = Sheer Joy   



USB Solar Charger

For charging phones. 
 
Energy input provided 
by a solar panel. 

Zhanat with (nicely 
packaged)solar panel 



Circuit 
planning.  

We needed to convert 
20v to 5v or 1 
ampere to make it 
suitable for 
charging phones. 



We first made it on the 
breadboard to make sure the 
circuit works.
Didn’t work the first few 
tries, and one capacitor 
was wrong.  



Soldering (initial 
circuit plan, 
changed later.)  

Circuit w/o 
connecting 
wires



Box made with 
acrylic 

With fitted USB 
female ports, 
current input.

Laser cut acrylic 
box, fitted with 

superglue.   



Finished product


